
Capsule

FRAGRANCES EMBEDDED IN POLYMERS
& AIR TREATMENT SOLUTIONS

AIR SCENTING & PURIFICATION 
IN ONE PRODUCT



AIR SCENTING 
& PURIFICATION

brought to your closet, 
shoe rack and 

kitchen waste closet

CAPSULE.



Capsule is specifically designed to be install in
wardrobes, shoe racks, kitchen waste closets or to be
integrated into any piece of furniture. Nevertheless,
it can also be placed directly on the wall of any room.

Its carefully and discreet design enable the device to be
either installed in the wall or embedded into furniture.

Capsule functions with an aroma pad which needs to be
inserted into the device which, with the help of a fan
that will constantly move the air, will aromatise the
space around it.

CONCEPT.



✻ Connectivity:WiFi and Bluetooth.
✻ Configuration: through the App via Bluetooth.
✻ Power: 12V-24V DC, various connectors available – MINILED and
MINIFIT; for connection with most LED drivers.

✻ Fan timing: user configurable; it can also be linked to temperature (this
is especially recommended when CAPSULE is used to eliminate bad
odours, since the higher the temperature, the greater the bad smell, ex.
trash).

✻ Disinfection: through UV-C LED light, with timed operation and
automatic disconnection by motion and vibration sensors.

✻ Air purification: air quality increase through the production of negative
ions.

✻ Pads: accepts both aroma pads (odour neutralising and fragrances) and
felt pad.
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TECHNICAL 
DETAILS.



Left position on 

surface installation

Right position on 

surface installation

Vertical position on 

surface installation

Cable detail for

surface installation

INSTALLATION.



The circular opening acts as an air inlet. This air is constantly
moved and renewed thanks to the device's internal fan.

The air outlet is located under the circular cover, in which the
aroma pad is placed.

The movement of the air will allow the aromatisation of the
space.

OPERATION.

Air inlet Air outlet

Cover



Changing the aroma pad
Instructions

✻ Capsule is designed so that the aroma pad can be changed
without having to move or uninstall the device.

✻ The cover is attached to the main body through magnets,
which make it easily and quick to remove and place back.
Magnets will hold it together and prevent its fall.

✻ Both the cover and the aroma pad can be extracted with the
hand, without the need of any additional tools.

Cover

Aroma pad

Air inlet Air outlet

Cover



0. Do not remove the device from its setting.

1. With your hand, remove the cover. Magnets have a high power, so they may put up resistance.

2. Remove the aroma pad.

3. Place a new aroma pad.

4. Place the cover back into the device.

5. The “clack” sound guarantees its correct placement.

Changing the aroma pad
Steps

10 2 3 4 5



Contact us

+34 936 590 061

info@scentemotions.com



D I A N E  A C K E R M A N

"Nothing is more memorable than a 
smell. One scent can be unexpected, 

momentary and fleeting, yet conjure up a 
childhood summer beside a lake in the 

mountains..."


